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An Alaskan, floral-obsessed photo/video enthusiast.  I love all things simple &
lovely, and my work reflects my minimalistic style. My husband and I run a 
professional photo + video business, our main service being weddings. Being 
behind a camera has taught me to love creating, being unique, and having 
confidence in my style. 

Megin Shearer
208.240.4528
shearerphotovideo.com
meginshearer.com
meginsouthwick11@gmail.com
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Depth of feld is one of the most important aspects of what makes a photo interesting. Being able to have a blurred background 
makes the photo look more appealing and professional.  I enjoy shooting with a shallow depth of field for these reasons. Shooting 

with a lower aperture will help to acheive this look on portraits or any other area of photography.







Macro photography is an area that I have not had any experi-
ence with before practicing on flowers & fruits in class. I real-
ly enjoyed the attention to detail it took to really nail a macro 
shot. Objects are far more interesting and appealing when they 
are up-close an personal. This style of photography is one that 
I look forward to practicing more and eventually mastering.



Portraiture is my most perferred type of photography. The most memorable times in life are made memorable by 
beautiful portraits reflecting the emotion felt during that time. This is what I love most about phtotography - 

memory making.





My past photo portfolio is a combination of weeddings, newborns, and 
fashion portraits. I have been practicing photography for just about a 

year, and the journey of 
creativity has brought me so far and I cannot wait to see where the jour-

ney continues to go in the future.















Our Digital Imaging class took a trip to the ghost town of Bannack in Montana in February. There were multiple stations set up with models in period cos-
tumes and auxilary lighting. These are a few of the portraits from the trip.



I had the pleasure of taking newborn photos for our good friends Kayli and Reggie, an their beautiful daughter Oakley.







Nixon Rhet Rasmussen was born in January and I took his photos at just a week old. He was absolutley precious and simple to photograph.


